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B.E. (Civil Engineering) Eighth Semester (C.B.S.)  

Elective - III : Advanced Reinforced Cement Concrete Design 
 

P. Pages :  2 TKN/KS/16/7629 

Time :  Three Hours  Max. Marks : 80 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 Notes : 1. All questions carry marks as indicated. 

 2. Solve Question 1 OR Questions No.2. 

 3. Solve Question 3 OR Questions No.4. 

 4. Solve Question 5 OR Questions No.6. 

 5. Solve Question 7 OR Questions No.8. 

 6. Is:456 (Revised), Is:3370 (Part IV) may be consulted. 

 

 

1.  A Intz water tank having capacity 23,00,000 liters and supported by elevated tower consist 

of 14 no. column. Use M20 concrete and Fe 415 steel. Design i) Top Dome ii) Top Ring 

beam iii), Tank cylindrical wall iv) Bottom ring beam. Sketch R/F Details. 

 

20 

  OR 

 

 

2.  Design a circular water tank to hold 7,80,000 liters of water. The depth of water in the tank 

is to be 4.8m and joint between floor and wall of the tank is to be rigid. Use M20 grade of 

concrete and Fe 415 grade of steel. Design following component of water tank. 

i) Top Dome ii) Ring Beam 

iii) Circular wall iv) Base slab. 

Sketch Reinforcement Details. 
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3.  A RCC bridge deck slab is to be constructed for a state highway with following details. 

  Carriage way - 7.5m wide (two lane) 

  Clear span  - 6.5m 

  Kerb - 500mm wide. 

  Wearing coat - 90mm 

  Width of bearing - 400mm 

  Loading IRC class AA tracked vehicle. 

  Value of k = 2.84 

  Concrete - M 20 grade, steel - Fe 415 

Design the deck slab and draw neat R/F sketch. 
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  OR 

 

 

4.  Design R.C.C bridge deck slab for following data. 

  Carriage way - 7.5m wide (Two lane) 

  Clear span - 5m 

  Foot path - 1200mm wide on either side 

  Wearing coat - 80mm 

  Width of bearing - 450mm 

  Loading IRC class AA wheel load. 

  Use M 20 grade concrete & Fe 415 steel 

  Impact factor for 5m span is 25% and linearly decreasing to 10% for 9m span. 

 Design deck slab & draw R/F detail.  
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5.  A Portal frame with end hinged is to be analysed for the following data. 

  Spacing of portal frames = 5m 

  Height of columns = 5m 

  Distance between column centres = 10m 

  Live load on the roof = 1.5 kN/m2 

  RCC slab is provided over the portal frames. Analyse the portal frame and find 

 design moment and shear force at critical section. 
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  OR 

 

 

6.  An RCC portal frame with hinged base is required to suit following data. 

  Spacing of portal frames = 4m c/c 

  Height of columns = 4m 

  Distance between column centres = 10m 

  Live load on roof = 1.5 kN/m2 

  The RC slab is continuous over the portal frame. 

  SBC of soil at site = 200 kN/m2 

Adopt M20 grade conc- and Fe415 steel. 

Design slab & portal frame. Sketch R/F details. 
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7.  Design an interior panel of a cylindrical shell roof covering plan area of 12x34m using 

beam theory. The semi-central angle is 40º. Make suitable assumptions for size of edge 

beam, thickness of shell and reinforcement in edge beam. Use M-20 concrete and Fe 415 

steel. Sketch reinforcement details. 
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  OR 

 

 

8.  Design an intermediate cylindrical shell for an area 9x25 m with edge beam spaced at 15 

m, the central angle is 39º with live load 1.2 kN/m2 use M20 & Fe 415. Sketch R/F details. 
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  *******  

 


